Located directly on the Mississippi coastline, McDermott’s spoolbase and marine operations base is providing unique fabrication and reeled solutions for global subsea installation from the Port of Gulfport.

The facility consists of 50 paved acres and includes a pipe receipt and storage area, fabrication building, storage warehouse, 3,000 foot stalk rack and a dedicated quayside to accommodate McDermott’s fleet of specialized vessels for offshore transportation and installation.

At the South end of the quayside, a dedicated berth facilitates spooling of fabricated stalks onto McDermott’s Lay Vessel North Ocean 105.

**Vessel Berthing**
- 1,800 foot quayside for mobilization and demobilization of multiple vessels simultaneously
- Dedicated berth facilitates spooling of fabricated stalks
- Direct access to the Gulf of Mexico

**Facilities**
- 50 paved acres
- Equipped to fabricate steel catenary risers and flowlines of all types, including corrosion coated, insulated, pipe-in-pipe and plastic lined for reel lay installation
- 12 stations for welding, nondestructive examination and field joint coating
- Automated pipe handling system
- 3,000 foot pipe stalk rack with capacity to hold approximately 9,500 tons of pipe
- Offices and messing facilities